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FROM THE BISHOPS CONFERENCE:
Bishop on role of Catholic churches during current lockdown
Friday, January 8th, 2021 @ 7:35 pm
On Friday 8 January, following some questions about why our churches remain open,
Bishop John Sherrington, Auxiliary Bishop of Westminster, issued the following letter
explaining the position and role of our churches during the current lockdown:
We are aware that questions are being asked as to why churches remain open during this
National Lockdown. We are also aware that many local authorities are calling for places of
worship to close. We wish to respond to these concerns.
Churches are allowed to open for prayer and communal worship at this time according to
the provision of the most recent national legislation and Government guidance.
This decision is based on two factors: the recognition that our churches are safe,
and that the service they offer is essential.
The safety of our churches has been affirmed by Public Health England (PHE) in its
current advice to the Government. This is publicly recognised to be the result of the great
efforts made by many people in the implementation of procedures mandated by PHE and
thereby establishing the necessary conditions within churches for their safe use.
Our churches are making a significant contribution to the personal resilience and inner
strength of people which is much needed at this time. Many are hubs from which essential
support is offered especially to those most in need, extending well beyond the faith
communities which use them. This includes the regular provision of food; the care of the
homeless; and being a place of peace and reflection (which is safe) for many whose living
conditions are very limited. This will become more appreciated as the programme of
vaccination increases. The vital link between prayer and action is important to maintain
this service.

At this phase of the pandemic, which is causing alarm and fear, our churches will exercise
their role with increased diligence to ensure continuing safety and service.
Our clergy will ensure that all are aware that there is no duty or responsibility to come to
church and communicate to all there is no obligation to attend Mass on Sunday. They will
review, in each local area, the provision offered by the church in order to ensure that the
highest standards of safety are maintained. This will include a review of the role of
stewards, the provision of additional social distancing within the church, a review of
cleansing routines, and consideration of the personal circumstances of the priest(s) and
people. On this basis there will be a local evaluation and decision about the possible
reduction in the times of opening and the frequency of communal worship.
In conclusion we recognise the higher levels of fear and anxiety which the new strain of
the virus has prompted and we have a very proper awareness of the care which must be
exercised by everyone, under the guidance of PHE health professionals.
We recognise, too, that isolation is having a profound detrimental effect on people and that
the role of churches in easing that isolation in ways which are safe and supportive has
been recognised as a positive and beneficial contribution to the common good.
We pray for the dedicated work of the NHS and continue to provide spiritual support to
staff and patients through the network of chaplains working both in the hospitals and the
community.
Government guidance for the current lockdown can be found here. Guidance for the safe
use of places of worship is available here. CBCEW Lockdown guidance can be found
here.
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"The Faith Companion parishioner magazine is now online
only. Digital copies and subscriptions are available at http://
www.thefaithcompanion.co.uk or call 01403 754808. We have now launched
Catholic Gifts online selling The Faith Companion candle, rosaries and a gift
card for gifts or subscriptions. Please support and pray for our mission to
support the Church.”
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TO ANY CATHOLIC UNIVERSE AND CATHOLIC TIMES READERS IN THE
PARISH:- at the moment you are unable to collect your paper at Mass, but you
can get it delivered direct to your home every week, POST FREE. Please go
to www.thecatholicuniverse.com or call them on 0161 820 5722 and they will
arrange for you. SPECIAL OFFER 3 MONTHS :-£22.00
or 12 Months:- £80.00
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Discovering God Within
This unique and ground-breaking video – in the whole field of Evangelisation
and Catechesis – presents a hitherto unexplored video-methodology, which
beautifully encapsulates the very essence of the ‘Pedagogy of God’. It has been
recognised as a unique teaching aid, being engaging and stimulating, without
diluting or undermining the orthodox catechetical message.
Wrapped in an imaginative adventure story, two children are taken back in time and
space to Christ’s workshop in Nazareth where, in conversation with Him, they
discover their innermost selves, and enveloped in Christ’s love and grace. He
speaks only in words of Holy Scripture, which brings the Word of God alive in a
spectacular way. Visit the website HERE
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An exciting opportunity to study, learn to sing and appreciate the beauty of
Gregorian Chant began Saturday 19 December 2020 and continues on every
third Saturday of the month until 17 July 2021, at St Agatha’s Church,
Portsmouth City Centre, PO1 4RL.
Suitable for Adults, Students and Children, all levels of experience are welcome,
from complete beginners to those already experienced at singing. It’s entirely
flexible, so you can dip in for one day, or sign-up for the whole course of eight
one-day workshops. Join in person (for maximum benefit) or on Zoom. Details
are available at:
www.ChantCourse.com
Enquiries: PortsmouthChantCourse@gmail.com or Phone: +44(0)7879 591432
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